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Background suppression (BGS) in arterial spin labeling (ASL) magnetic resonance

imaging leads to a higher temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) of the perfusion

images compared with ASL without BGS. The performance of the BGS, however,

depends on the tissue relaxation times and on inhomogeneities of the scanner's mag-

netic fields, which differ between subjects and are unknown at the moment of scan-

ning. Therefore, we developed a feedback loop (FBL) mechanism that optimizes the

BGS for each subject in the scanner during acquisition. We implemented the FBL for

2D pseudo-continuous ASL scans with an echo-planar imaging readout. After each

dynamic scan, the acquired ASL images were automatically sent to an external com-

puter and processed with a Python processing tool. Inversion times were optimized

on the fly using 80 iterations of the Nelder–Mead method, by minimizing the signal

intensity in the label image while maximizing the signal intensity in the perfusion

image. The performance of this method was first tested in a four-component phan-

tom. The regularization parameter was then tuned in six healthy subjects (three

males, three females, age 24–62 years) and set as λ = 4 for all other experiments.

The resulting ASL images, perfusion images, and tSNR maps obtained from the last

20 iterations of the FBL scan were compared with those obtained without BGS and

with standard BGS in 12 healthy volunteers (five males, seven females, age

24–62 years) (including the six volunteers used for tuning of λ). The FBL resulted in

perfusion images with a statistically significantly higher tSNR (2.20) compared with

standard BGS (1.96) (p<5x10�3, two-sided paired t-test). Minimizing signal in the

label image furthermore resulted in control images, from which approximate changes

in perfusion signal can directly be appreciated. This could be relevant to ASL applica-

tions that require a high temporal resolution. Future work is needed to minimize the
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number of initial acquisitions during which the performance of BGS is reduced com-

pared with standard BGS, and to extend the technique to 3D ASL.
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adaptive MRI, ASL, background suppression, feedback loop, Nelder–Mead, protocol

optimization

1 | INTRODUCTION

Suppression of background signal in arterial spin labeling (ASL) leads to perfusion images with a higher temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) com-

pared with ASL without background suppression (BGS),1 and is therefore commonly used in current ASL protocols.2–4 Using BGS is especially

important for applications in which the ASL signal is subject to large temporal fluctuations. This is the case for most 3D ASL scans, where temporal

fluctuations are introduced by the multishot nature of the acquisition process,5,6 as well as in abdominal imaging, where motion is much more

dominant than in the brain.7,8

BGS is obtained by applying multiple inversion pulses before and during the postlabel delay (PLD). If the pulses are applied at the right

timings, the reduction in background signal can be of the order of 99%.9 However, the optimal inversion times, and therefore the quality of

the BGS, depend on the T1 relaxation times of the underlying tissue and on inhomogeneities of the scanner's magnetic fields (B0, B1
+). These

parameters differ between subjects10 and can therefore result in intersubject variability of image quality. Furthermore, close to optimal BGS

settings, which can be obtained from an offline optimization step,9 may result in perfusion quantification errors as a result of magnitude sub-

traction artifacts. Nevertheless, current ASL protocols rely on one set of predefined inversion times for all subjects, primarily because the

interscan variations are not known at the moment of scanning. This means that the quality of the resulting perfusion images is not optimal

for all subjects.

In this work, we designed and implemented a feedback mechanism that optimized the quality of single-slice ASL perfusion images on the

scanner during acquisition. Specifically, we optimized the timings of four BGS pulses by minimizing the signal intensity in the label image, while

maximizing the perfusion signal. By doing this, we aimed to improve the performance of the BGS and therefore the tSNR of the perfusion images.

We validated the BGS performance of the designed feedback loop (FBL) with a phantom experiment, in which we also tested the precision of our

approach regarding inversion time updates. We then acquired the FBL scan in 12 healthy volunteers, comparing the individually optimized BGS

with standard BGS and with an ASL scan without BGS, using an experimentally tuned regularization parameter. We finally demonstrated how

such a FBL can be used to track the neuronal activation in stimulus scans that require a high temporal resolution.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Feedback mechanism

Directly after each dynamic scan, the acquired label and control images were sent to an external computer via the remote connection soft-

ware eXTernal Control (XTC) (Philips, The Netherlands).11 We used an inhouse-developed Python (Python Software Foundation, https://www.

python.org) processing framework that ran on this external computer and received and processed the images during acquisition. The updated

inversion times were sent back to the scanner computer, where we implemented a parameter import functionality that reads the updates dur-

ing scanning, such that the new inversion times were taken into account at 10�3 ms precision for the next dynamic scan. This closed the FBL

(Figure 1A).

2.2 | Optimization of inversion times

Four inversion times in the ASL sequence were optimized during acquisition, such that the signal in the label image was minimized while maximiz-

ing the perfusion signal to avoid magnitude subtraction errors for near-optimal BGS, that is,

bTI¼ argmin
TI

ulabel TIð Þk k2�λ ucontrol TIð Þ�ulabel TIð Þk k2
� �

, ð1Þ
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with ulabel=control �ℝ2562�1 the label/control image obtained with inversion times TI¼ TI1,TI2,TI3,TI4½ �T . The regularization parameter λ determines

how much the perfusion signal should be taken into account in the minimization process and was tuned experimentally. Because there was no

accurate signal model available at the time of scanning, the optimization was performed using the Nelder–Mead method.12 This optimization

method is a value-based method, requiring only function values itself (i.e., values of the cost function), and no additional information about gradi-

ents. The reflection coefficient, the expansion coefficient, and the contraction coefficient were set to the default parameters of α¼1,β¼ 1
2, and

γ¼2. The initial simplex was defined around the initial timings (described in section 2.4), placing one additional simplex point in each unit direc-

tion, using a 3% increase relative to the initial timings. Before optimization, the scan without BGS was used to compute a background mask based

on thresholding, which was then used to exclude background noise in the optimization process. The optimization was terminated after 80 dynam-

ics, covering a total duration of approximately 11min.

2.3 | MR data acquisition

Experiments were performed in one phantom and in 12 healthy volunteers (five males, seven females, age 24–62 years) after informed consent

was obtained, conforming to the local ethical regulations. Scanning was performed on an Ingenia 3-T dual transmit MR system (Philips, The

Netherlands) equipped with a 32-channel head coil.

Phantom: The phantom contained four tubes with mixtures of water and different agar concentrations corresponding to varying T1 values of

248, 522, 862, and 3500 ms. Pseudo-continuous ASL (PCASL) data were acquired in this phantom with the same scan parameters as the in vivo

F IGURE 1 Schematic overview of the feedback loop (FBL) and the arterial spin labeling (ASL) sequence. (A) The FBL scan consists of
80 dynamics, in each of which one label and one control image is acquired. After each dynamic, the acquired label and control images are sent to
an external computer via the remote connection software eXTernal Control (XTC). At the external computer, the arrival of new images is
automatically detected and processing using a Python tool is commenced. The updated inversion times are stored in a text file, which is read by
the scanner before acquiring the new dynamic. (B) ASL images are acquired with pseudo-continuous ASL (PCASL) and a single-shot echo-planar
imaging (EPI) readout, preceded by spectral presaturation with inversion recovery (SPIR) fat suppression. Two selective saturation modules (SAT)
are used to suppress (1) residual magnetization at the beginning of each dynamic, and (2) fresh inflowing spins that arrive in the imaging plane
later than the labeled blood. Two inversion/background suppression (BGS) pulses are applied during the label duration (LD) (in red), while two are
applied during the postlabel delay (PLD) (in blue). The timings of these four inversion pulses are adjusted between dynamics to obtain optimal

background suppression at the end of the FBL scan
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scans, for which details are provided in the next paragraph, except using different initial timings, as described in section 2.4. In this experiment, a

varying number of BGS pulses (the last two, the last three or all four) were optimized, while the total number of BGS pulses was always four. In a

second experiment, the first inversion pulse (during labeling) and the last inversion pulse (during the PLD) were updated in steps of 0.01 and

0.001 ms between dynamics in the FBL framework, using the same initial timings as for the first experiment. This was carried out to test the preci-

sion of updating the inversion timings in the FBL mechanism by examining the smoothness of the resulting signal change.

In vivo: PCASL data were acquired with a 2D single-shot echo-planar imaging (EPI) readout and the following scan parameters: field of view

(FOV) = 240 � 240 mm2, in-plane resolution = 2.75 � 2.75 mm2, slice thickness = 7 mm, label duration/PLD = 2050/1750 ms, TE/T-

R = 17/4000 ms, spectral presaturation with inversion recovery (SPIR) fat suppression, SENSE factor of 2.3, and a scan time of 10 n 48 min.

Labeling was performed using balanced gradients with a maximum gradient strength of 6 mT/m and 0.6-ms long RF pulses, obtaining a 21� flip

angle. The imaging plane was positioned through the ventricles, parallel to the caudal part of the corpus callosum. The labeling plane was posi-

tioned perpendicular to the internal carotid artery approximately 60 mm below the imaging plane. One selective saturation module was applied at

the beginning of each dynamic to suppress any residual magnetization. A second selective saturation module was applied 420 ms before the exci-

tation pulse, using a 60-mm thick saturation slab at 10 mm below the imaging slice, to suppress fresh inflowing spins traveling from the neck to

the imaging plane that arrive later than the labeled blood. Four inversion pulses were used for BGS. The timings were initialized as described in

section 2.4, and optimized using the FBL with 80 dynamics. PCASL scans were also acquired with constant inversion times (equal to the initial tim-

ings for the FBL scan), hereafter referred to as standard BGS, and without BGS (20 dynamics), for comparison. Figure 1B shows a schematic over-

view of the PCASL sequence.

A 2D T1-weighted turbo spin echo (TSE) image, used to generate a gray matter mask for postprocessing of the perfusion images, was acquired

with the following scan parameters and the same geometry settings as the ASL imaging slice: FOV = 240 � 240 mm2, in-plane res-

olution = 2.75 � 2.75 mm2, slice thickness = 7 mm, flip angle = 90� , TSE factor = 4, TE/TR = 14/500 ms, SPIR fat suppression, and a scan

time of 5 s.

In six of the 12 volunteers, the scan with individually optimized BGS using the FBL was repeated for different amounts of regularization:

λ = 0, 2, 4, and 6. For all other volunteers the regularization parameter was set to λ = 4 based upon the initial results.

In three of the 12 volunteers, the scan with individually optimized BGS using the FBL was repeated twice with the same initial timings to test

the repeatability of the optimization procedure. The FBL scan was also repeated with initial timings 100 ms shorter than the optimized initial tim-

ings to test the stability of the optimization procedure. To test whether individual optimization of inversion times is necessary, PCASL scans were

also acquired with the individually optimized inversion timings from the previously scanned subject in three of the 12 volunteers. Finally, in the

last experiment of this work, the FBL was used as a preparation step for a stimulus scan in three of the 12 volunteers, to demonstrate that this

enables tracking of the neuronal activation at twice the temporal resolution, similar to what was performed in Ref.13 To this end, the inversion

times were optimized during the first 80 dynamics, after which they were fixed for another 20 dynamics. During these 20 dynamics, an 8-Hz flick-

ering checkerboard pattern was presented twice (five dynamics each), each time followed by a period of rest. During these activation scans

(dynamics 81–100), the label image was not acquired anymore, allowing measuring of the control image twice in each dynamic (twice the tempo-

ral resolution). Because the signal in the label images was minimized, these control images were expected to directly show approximate perfusion

changes. The results were compared with a separate scan, in which both label and control were acquired in each dynamic (original scan).

2.4 | Simulation of initial timings

Optimizing four parameters at once results in a minimization problem with multiple local minima. Therefore, the initial timings need to be chosen

close to the optimal inversion times, which were estimated via simulation. First, a T1 map was generated after segmenting a publically available

brain image14 into four different tissues and assigning T1 values of gray matter (T1 = 1331 ms), white matter (T1 = 832 ms), cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) (T1 = 4000 ms), and corpus callosum (T1 = 690 ms) to each of the compartments.10 Second, the longitudinal magnetization left in all the

voxels of an ASL image, Mz �ℝ2562�1, at the time of the ASL readout, was minimized according to

bTI¼ argminTI Mz TIð Þk k2: ð2Þ

Each element of Mz (representing voxel x) is given by15,16

Mz x,T1 xð Þ,TIð Þ¼1þ �1ð Þnþ1e
�LDþPLD

T1 xð Þ þ2
Xn

i¼1
�1ð Þie�

LDþPLD�TIi
T1 xð Þ : ð3Þ

Equation 2 was minimized using 350 iterations of the same simplex algorithm as was used to optimize the inversion times on the scanner,

resulting in the following initial timings for in vivo experiments: bTI¼ 683,1948,2980,3597½ �T . This distribution of timings means that the algorithm
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optimized two FOCI pulses during labeling17 and two pulses during the PLD. For the phantom experiment (details below), T1 values of 248, 522,

862, and 3500ms resulted in initial timings of bTI¼ 1022,2431,3267,3679½ �T : In this case, the algorithm optimized one pulse during labeling and

three pulses during the PLD. To simplify the modifications in the scanner software, care was taken during the optimization that none of the pulses

moved inside or outside of the labeling block.

2.5 | Processing of MR data

The individual perfusion images were defined as the absolute difference between the magnitude of the individual label and the control images,

and were normalized by element-wise dividing the perfusion signal by an estimate of the M0 map, obtained from the scan without BGS. Complex

subtraction was avoided because of the unstable phase behavior for low SNR scans. Averaged label, control, and perfusion images were calculated

by averaging the individual images over the last 20 dynamics of the scan, unless mentioned otherwise. Corresponding tSNR maps of the perfusion

signal were defined as the temporal mean of the normalized perfusion signal divided by its standard deviation in each voxel. For each volunteer,

the average tSNR was reported in the gray matter region, for which a mask was derived from the T1-weighted image using k-means clustering

with five clusters. The average tSNR in the gray matter was compared between standard BGS and individually optimized BGS using the FBL, and

tested for statistically significant differences using a two-sided paired t-test. A Shapiro–Wilk test was first performed to confirm sufficient

F IGURE 2 Validation of the feedback loop (FBL) scan in a phantom. (A) Updating the first and the fourth inversion pulses in steps of 0.01 ms

in time resulted in a linear, smoothly decreasing signal over 200 dynamics, corresponding to a 2-ms time interval. Shifting the fourth inversion
pulse in much smaller time steps of 0.001 ms also resulted in a linearly decreasing signal over 50 dynamics (0.05 ms time interval). (B) Averaged
label images (u) over the last 20 dynamics of the FBL scan (top row) and corresponding convergence plots of the cost as a function of dynamic
scan number (bottom row). Fixing the timings of the first two inversion pulses, while optimizing the other two timings with the FBL scan, resulted
in a background suppression (BGS) of 0.27% with respect to using no BGS. Fixing only the timing of the first inversion pulse, while optimizing the
other three pulses with the FBL scan, resulted in a slightly better BGS of 0.16%. Optimizing the timings of all four inversion pulses resulted in the
best BGS: 0.14%. The convergence was slower as the number of inversion timings to optimize increased
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normality of the SNR values (p = 0.75 for standard BGS, p = 0.80 for FBL BGS), considering the analysis on magnitude images and low SNR data.

The significance level was set at p less than 0.05 for both tests.

3 | RESULTS

Figure 2A shows a linearly decreasing signal norm when the first inversion pulse (left plot) or the last inversion pulse (middle plot) is shifted in time

with steps of 0.01 ms over 200 dynamics, corresponding to a total time interval of 2 ms. Shifting the last inversion pulse in even smaller time steps

of 0.001 ms (right plot) still results in a linearly decaying signal norm over 50 dynamics, corresponding to a total time interval of 0.05 ms. This lin-

ear behavior and the absence of sharp signal jumps (larger than the observed noise level) suggest that there are no unexpected errors or disconti-

nuities in the inversion time updates, even when the inversion pulse is surrounded by PCASL pulses. Note that the differences in the noise level

between the plots in Figure 2A are introduced by the differences in the scaling of the y-axes. The results therefore show that the inversion times

(during and after labeling) can be updated in the scanner at high precision. Figure 2B shows the performance of the FBL scan in the four-tube

phantom for a varying number of optimized inversion timings. Only optimizing the timings of the last two inversion pulses, while fixing the timings

of the first two inversion pulses, resulted in a BGS with 0.27% signal left compared with the scan without BGS. Optimizing the timings of the last

three inversion pulses, while fixing the timings of the first inversion pulse, resulted in a slightly better BGS, with 0.16% signal left. Optimizing all

four pulses resulted in the best BGS, leaving 0.14% signal compared with without BGS. The plots of the cost as a function of the dynamic number

show that the convergence is slightly slower when more timings are being optimized.

Figure 3A shows the performance of the FBL scan for different regularization parameters in one volunteer. Without regularization (λ¼0), the

FBL does not guarantee that label and control signal have the same signs, leading to magnitude subtraction errors in the averaged perfusion

images. This effect is circumvented using regularization (λ¼2,4,6), resulting in a higher tSNR and signal intensity of the perfusion signal in the

gray matter region compared with the FBL without regularization. Figure 3B shows the average tSNR as a function of λ in the gray matter for all

six volunteers. For some volunteers, λ¼6 resulted in a decrease in tSNR compared with λ¼4, whereas λ¼4 resulted in a larger or approximately

equal tSNR compared with λ¼2 in most volunteers. Therefore, all further experiments were performed with λ¼4.

Figure 4 shows a comparison between the ASL performance without BGS, with standard BGS, and with optimized BGS using the FBL mecha-

nism, with and without regularization, in one volunteer. Without regularization (λ¼0Þ, the optimized BGS using the FBL resulted in label images

containing much less signal (0.57%) compared with standard BGS (0.77%), suggesting improved BGS performance. The quality of the perfusion

images is lower, however, because of the occurrence of magnitude subtraction errors. With regularization (λ¼4Þ, the optimized BGS using the

FBL resulted in label images with a slightly higher signal norm (0.90%) compared with without regularization and standard BGS (due to a slightly

less effective CSF suppression), leading to averaged perfusion images with the highest tSNR in the gray matter region. This shows that the regu-

larized FBL can avoid suboptimal inversion time settings, which the offline optimization simulation calculated for standard BGS. Furthermore, the

F IGURE 3 Tuning the regularization parameter in vivo. (A) Averaged perfusion images (top row) over the last 20 dynamics of the feedback
loop (FBL) scan in one volunteer, using different regularization parameters (λ¼0,2,4,6) and corresponding temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR)

maps masked by the gray matter region (bottom row). Without regularization (λ¼0Þ, the FBL scan converged to label and control signal with
opposite signs in a majority of voxels, leading to underestimation of perfusion signal. This effect was circumvented using regularization (λ¼2,4,6),
resulting in perfusion images of higher quality and with higher tSNR. (B) For all six volunteers, the tSNR in the gray matter was larger when using
regularization (λ¼2,4,6) compared with the tSNR without using regularization (λ¼0Þ: In some volunteers, λ¼6 resulted in a reduction of tSNR,
while in most volunteers λ¼4 resulted in a larger or equal tSNR than λ¼2. Therefore, the regularization parameter was set to λ¼4 for all other
experiments. Note that the same regularization parameter could be used both for female (solid lines) and for male subjects (dashed lines),
although the tSNR is in general larger for female than for male subjects
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FBL mechanism resulted in an averaged control image in which the perfusion signal can directly be appreciated, possibly mixed with a small

amount of gray matter residue. This is much less the case for standard BGS, where the control image contains a larger amount of white matter sig-

nal. The perfusion signal intensity in the FBL scan was also slightly higher than that obtained with standard BGS, which is an indication that stan-

dard BGS also slightly suffered from magnitude subtraction errors. Note that the reduction in perfusion signal for standard BGS and for FBL BGS

compared with not using BGS is likely caused by an imperfect inversion efficiency.18

Figure S1 shows the label, control, and perfusion images for all the 80 dynamics. The same comparison is summarized in Figure 5A,B for all

12 volunteers: the FBL improved the tSNR of the perfusion signal in all volunteers. The mean tSNR of the perfusion signal in the gray matter was

statistically significantly higher (p¼2x10�4) with the individually optimized BGS using the FBL compared with standard BGS. The FBL leads to a

percentage increase of 10%–60% in perfusion tSNR with respect to no BGS, whereas the tSNR improvement for standard BGS ranged from 1%

to 30%. The standard deviation of the tSNR in the gray matter region increases with the mean tSNR, showing that the tSNR increase is non-

uniform: some regions benefit more from the optimized BGS than other regions. Figure 5E furthermore shows in three volunteers that the individ-

ually optimized BGS still outperformed the standard BGS in terms of tSNR when more dynamics were used to calculate the averaged perfusion

F IGURE 4 Comparison of arterial spin labeling (ASL) images acquired without background suppression (BGS), with standard BGS, and with
individually optimized BGS using the feedback loop (FBL) scan. Using BGS resulted in a much lower signal in the unsubtracted label and control
images and a higher quality of the corresponding perfusion images, both with standard BGS and with individually optimized BGS using the FBL.
Optimizing the BGS with the FBL without regularization (λ = 0) resulted in a much darker label image, suggesting improved BGS, but the quality
of the perfusion image is lower due to magnitude subtraction artifacts. Using regularization (λ = 4) when optimizing the BGS with the FBL
resulted in slightly more signal in the label image compared with without regularization, but the quality of the perfusion image was best. This was
confirmed by the temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) map (masked to only show the gray matter region). Furthermore, the FBL resulted in an
averaged control image, from which the perfusion signal can directly be appreciated. Note that the reduction in perfusion signal for scans with
BGS compared with scans without BGS is likely caused by an imperfect inversion efficiency (i.e., a loss of ASL-signal due to applying the inversion
pulses). Note that magnitude subtraction errors for standard BGS and for the FBL without regularization not only result in a lower tSNR, but also
in a lower perfusion signal intensity compared with the FBL with regularization
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F IGURE 5 Comparison of temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) in all volunteers. (A) The individually optimized background suppression (BGS)
resulted in an increased tSNR in the gray matter compared with standard BGS in all 12 volunteers. (B) The percentage increase for the individually
optimized BGS with the feedback loop (FBL) compared with a scan without BGS ranged from 10% to 60%. This is a much larger range than for
the standard BGS (1%–30%). The tSNR of the optimized BGS with the FBL was statistically significantly higher (p¼2x10�4) compared with
standard BGS. (C) and (D) The standard deviation of the tSNR in the gray matter region increases with the mean tSNR, showing that the tSNR
increase is nonuniform: some regions benefit more from the optimized BGS than other regions. (E) The FBL scan also resulted in a higher tSNR
than standard BGS when more (and earlier) dynamics were used (yellow, light green, dark green) to compute the perfusion images, as shown in all
three subjects. This is the case even although earlier dynamics of the FBL correspond with a higher cost, and thus a higher variance of the
perfusion signal compared with later dynamics, as shown in (F). This increasing variance for earlier dynamics leads to a decreasing tSNR for a
larger number of averages. The graphs for standard BGS confirm that in this case the tSNR is independent of the number of averages used,
except for small dynamic numbers, indicating that more than 20 averages are needed for accurate tSNR computation. Note that the tSNR values
are shown as difference with respect to the tSNR value obtained with 80 dynamic averages and standard BGS (tSNR-tSNR80,Standard BGS), to
equalize the starting point of the curves for standard BGS. Further note that the mean perfusion signal was always computed over 80 dynamics,
to minimize the effect of random sampling on the tSNR curves
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image, even although earlier dynamics of the FBL scan correspond with a poor BGS performance and therefore a suboptimal variance of the per-

fusion signal, as shown in Figure 5F. This suboptimal variance explains the decreasing trend in tSNR with an increasing number of averages for

the FBL scan. For standard BGS the tSNR is constant, except for a small number of averages, suggesting that more than 20 dynamics are required

for accurate tSNR calculation. The averaged perfusion images for 20 and 80 dynamics can be found in Figure S2, as well as a sliding window anal-

ysis of the tSNR during the FBL.

The FBL scan converged to a different set of inversion times for each volunteer. The final inversion times, normalized with respect to the

group mean inversion times, are shown in Figure 6A. All inversion times differ by a maximum of 45 (�15 to +30) ms. The largest differences

between volunteers are observed for the second inversion pulse, which could be due to its initial timing being relatively close to the end of the

labeling block (�100 ms), and is therefore more restricted in its possible update steps compared with the other pulses. The final inversion time

updates at the end of the FBL with respect to the initial timings, as plotted in Figure 6B, show a maximum update of 33 ms. Figure 6C furthermore

shows that these relatively small updates are necessary to achieve an increase in perfusion tSNR: reusing the individually optimized timings from

a previously scanned subject resulted in a lower tSNR compared with individually optimizing the BGS in each of the three volunteers.

Repeating the FBL scan twice with the same initial timings resulted in very similar inversion time updates over the 80 dynamics, as shown in

Figure 7A,B, indicating a good repeatability of the FBL scan. The FBL scan converged to different final inversion times when the initial timings

were chosen 100 ms shorter than the optimized initial timings for each of the four pulses, as shown in Figure 7C,D.

Figure 8 shows how individually optimizing the BGS with the FBL can be used as a preparation step for functional ASL experiments. After

completing the optimization of the inversion times during the first 80 dynamics, the signal intensity in the control image shows a clear increase

following the start of the visual stimulus. Acquiring only the control image during the activation scans enables tracking an estimate of the fast

changing perfusion signal during the stimulus at twice the temporal resolution. Figure 8C shows that these changes can directly be appreciated in

the control images, while yielding similar relative changes in perfusion signal compared with a traditional label-control approach.

4 | DISCUSSION

The results in this study have shown that individually optimizing the BGS using a FBL improves the quality of the perfusion images compared with

standard BGS. Even although the updates of the inversion times (�15 ms) with respect to the initial timings were relatively small, they resulted in

a statistically significant increase in tSNR. Reusing the optimized timings from a different volunteer resulted in a lower tSNR compared with indi-

vidually optimizing the BGS for each of the volunteers. This suggests that optimal perfusion quality cannot be achieved with one single protocol.

The increase in tSNR could furthermore potentially result in a more precise cerebral blood flow quantification.1,17 The individually optimized tim-

ings resulted in control images from which an estimate of the perfusion signal can directly be appreciated. This was used to track the neuronal

activation in stimulus scans at twice the temporal resolution compared with the original ASL scans.

ASL images obtained with standard BGS sometimes showed a lower perfusion signal intensity (besides lower SNR) than those obtained with

the FBL scan. This can be explained by magnitude subtraction errors in the case of standard BGS. Although the level of BGS obtained with an off-

line optimization of inversion times (such as performed for standard BGS) can be very high (>99%), there is no guarantee that the offline optimized

timings will lead to label and control images with equal sign in the perfused region for all subjects. Even although the inversion time updates

obtained with the FBL were small (�15 ms), the FBL was able to steer the initial BGS away from the regime in which magnitude subtraction errors

F IGURE 6 Comparison of the final inversion times (TI) at the end of the feedback loop (FBL) in all volunteers. (A) The final inversion times
differed by a maximum of 45 (�15 to +30) ms for all the volunteers. (B) The maximum final inversion time update at the end of the FBL with
respect to the initial timings is 33 ms. Different colors represent different volunteers. (C) Reusing the individually optimized inversion times from
a previously scanned subject results in a lower temporal signal-to-noise ratio (tSNR) compared with individually optimizing the background
suppression (BGS) for each volunteer
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occur. Perfusion regularization, which indirectly penalizes opposite signs in the label and control images, was the key driver in this process. This

was demonstrated by the improved performance of the FBL scan with λ = 4 compared with λ = 0. In practice this means that the FBL resulted in

improved tSNR of the perfusion images, while the signal norm of the corresponding label images was sometimes slightly larger compared with

that of standard BGS. This last effect can also be interpreted as an improved quantification.

The individually optimized BGS resulted in control images from which the perfusion signal can directly be appreciated. Although it might

sound counterintuitive that the control acquisition contains perfusion information, this is explained by the fact that (1) the label image was mini-

mized to the target of full suppression, serving as a “zero-image” in the subtraction, and (2) magnitude subtraction errors were avoided via regular-

ization. In this case, we can write jperfusionj = jcontrol-labelj ≈ jcontrol-0j = jcontrolj, and as such, we can appreciate an estimate of the

perfusion signal in the control image. It should be noted that the control image gives a good estimate of the perfusion signal, but cannot be stated

to be equal to the perfusion signal. This is because local variations of BGS efficiency can lead to minor static signal residues in the corresponding

regions of the optimally suppressed label image. Furthermore, the effective BGS of the label image that was reached after optimization of the

inversion times could be disrupted by the physiological changes upon neuronal stimulation. Therefore, ASL acquisitions at twice the temporal res-

olution (in which the label images are not acquired) are most interesting in applications where the temporal resolution is more important than

accuracy of the perfusion estimate, such as in perfusion functional magnetic resonance imaging with feedback to the participant during the acqui-

sition. Future experiments should investigate how temporal variations of perfusion affect the efficiency of the BGS over time and therefore the

accuracy of the perfusion estimate. We speculate that this may depend on the ratio between the gray matter tissue and the blood tissue, which

determines the effective overall T1 for each voxel in the perfused area. Considering this, the benefit of our FBL approach should be compared

F IGURE 7 Repeatability and stability of the feedback loop (FBL) in two volunteers. (A) and (B) Repeating the FBL scan with the same initial
timings twice resulted in very similar inversion time updates for the different dynamics: both scans converged to the same final inversion times.
(C) and (D) Adding a 100-ms perturbation to each of the four pulses of the initial timings resulted in different convergence behavior of the FBL
scan, especially for the timing of the first two pulses. Note that all updates in (B) and (C) are given with respect to the optimized initialization
values
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with using the first control image as baseline in the subtraction for all other label images, or by minimizing the control image with the FBL and only

acquiring the label images. These three approaches will double the temporal resolution at the cost of reduced quantification accuracy. Further-

more, comparison with a less well-optimized BGS case in combination with subtraction from a control image acquired before activation could be

an interesting direction for further investigation.

Although the final individually optimized inversion times resulted in improved quality of the perfusion images, the convergence of the FBL

was rather slow: signal intensity and inversion times converged after approximately 60 dynamics, with a duration of 8 s for each dynamic. This

means that the total scan time for the individually optimized protocol (�11 min for 80 dynamics) is in its current form roughly twice as long com-

pared with that of a standard ASL protocol, which typically lasts about 5 min. To minimize the overhead time of the FBL scan, the optimization

process could potentially be accelerated with the help of a more efficient optimization scheme. In our current protocol, both label and control

images were acquired in each dynamic of the FBL scan to provide perfusion signal (control minus label) needed for regularization. In the first half

of the FBL scan, however, the regularization has negligible effect as a result of the relatively large signal intensity in the label image compared with

the signal intensity in the perfusion image. Therefore, the first half of the FBL scan could potentially also be performed without acquiring the con-

trol image, which could lead to a reduction in scan time of 25%, leaving a total scan time of 8 min 15 s. The scan time could be reduced further by

optimizing the size of the initial simplex, which determines the amount of signal increase during the first iterations. Furthermore, the phantom

experiment in Figure 2 showed faster convergence when only the timings of the last two inversion pulses were optimized, while fixing the timings

of the first two pulses. Even although optimizing all four pulses resulted in the best BGS in a phantom, it is worth investigating whether fixing two

of the four pulses still provides good BGS in vivo, where more different tissues and stronger field inhomogeneities are present. Finally, reinforce-

ment learning could potentially be used to accelerate the convergence even further,19 in this way bringing the total scan time closer to that of the

standard ASL protocol. This would be especially important for 3D ASL acquisitions, which often require a much longer scan time due to their mul-

tishot nature.

It should be noted that the current FBL scan may take longer than offline optimization using a preacquired T1 map. However, to obtain opti-

mal BGS under the specific conditions of a certain subject, the efficiency of the inversion should be known, for example, by acquiring T2, B0, and

B1
+ maps. The FBL, however, adapts the inversion times on the fly to achieve optimal BGS with imperfect inversion efficiencies, without explicitly

requiring knowledge of B0 or B1
+. This is an advantage of using an online FBL scan compared with an offline optimization approach. One could

consider estimating a T1 map from the early iterations of the FBL scan and using this to steer the optimization in the right direction. Note that the

current FBL will not correct for signal loss due to noninstantaneous inversion and saturation pulses, although the BGS will be optimal.

In this work we chose to minimize the signal intensity of the label image instead of the control image. This choice was motivated by the fact

that the magnitude of the control signal is larger than that of the label signal. This means that, when starting the optimization with positive real

signals, the real parts of both the label and the control images do not have to cross the x-axis when minimizing the signal intensity in the label

image, whereas this would be the case when minimizing the signal intensity in the control image. If the real part of the label or the control signal

needs to cross the x-axis at a later time point in the optimization process, this leads to a less stable FBL scan. This effect is shown in Figure S3,

where only in one of three volunteers did minimizing the control image result in a darker (i.e., less negative) control image than the label image.

This can be understood, because for near-optimal BGS, the regularization will start to dominate the optimization before both label and control sig-

nals have fully crossed the x-axis.

The performance of the FBL is sensitive to some of the hyperparameters of the optimization algorithm. First of all, due to the local minima of

the minimization problem, it is important to choose the initial timings close to the global minimum. Our results showed that initial timings 100 ms

shorter than the optimal initial timings resulted in different final inversion times. This is especially true for the first two pulses. We speculate that

this is because small errors in the first two timings can partially be corrected by changing the timings of the last two pulses, whereas errors in the

last two timings directly influence the final BGS, being close to the actual readout. Subject-specific initial timings could be obtained via simulation

by acquiring a T1 map prior to the FBL scan, although this would add to the total scan time. Second, the size of the initial simplex influences how

far the optimization algorithm moves away from the minimum before converging. This parameter can affect both the final inversion times and the

F IGURE 8 Neuronal activation measured at low and high temporal resolution. (A) The first 80 dynamics of the activation scan were used to
optimize the background suppression (BGS) inversion times. During the following 20 dynamics, two blocks of visual stimulation (S) were imposed
by showing an 8-Hz flickering checkerboard. Shortly after starting the stimulation, an increased mean control signal (acquired with optimal
inversion times) in a region of interest of the visual cortex could be observed. (B) With the feedback loop, the change in control signal (middle) is
of similar amplitude compared with the perfusion signal (left). Acquiring only control images during the last 20 dynamics of the scan resulted in
activation signal (right) at twice the temporal resolution compared with the control signal in the traditional arterial spin labeling (ASL) scan,
showing much sharper signal changes between stimulus blocks. Note that the first two subplots were computed from the same scan, and that the
range of the axes is the same, allowing comparison of the amplitude of the signal changes. The fact that we observed similar control curves
without subtraction and with traditional ASL subtraction seems to point to marginal influence of a physiology-induced disturbance of the BGS
during activation. (C) The corresponding perfusion and control images averaged over five neighboring dynamics showed the signal increase in the
visual cortex (dashed rectangle) during block 1 (dynamic 81–85) and block 3 (dynamic 91–95)
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convergence speed: the size of the simplex should be chosen small enough to ensure rapid convergence, but large enough to make sure that the

algorithm does not get stuck in a local minimum during the first iterations. Third, the regularization parameter λ balances the minimization of the

label signal and the maximization of the perfusion signal. If λ is chosen too small, the algorithm can converge to label and control signal having

opposite signs, leading to magnitude subtraction artifacts in the perfusion images. If λ is chosen too large, the algorithm will become sensitive to

temporal fluctuations in the perfusion signal, as well as to motion occurring between the label and control acquisitions, which will spoil the ranking

of function values in the simplex, and lead to remaining signal in the label and control images. In our experiments, λ = 4 resulted in a good trade-

off between eliminating magnitude subtraction artifacts and minimizing the label signal.

One should also note that, because the two-norm of the perfusion signal (used as the regularization term) sums all the pixels together, larger

compartments in the image are automatically weighted stronger than smaller compartments. The regularization term should, at the end of the opti-

mization process, also prevent opposite signs in the label and control images for relatively smaller compartments, finding a set of inversion times that

satisfies the maximized perfusion constraint for all tissues. However, if the structures are too small, such as for example a small tumor, the changes in

perfusion signal in the corresponding pixels may be of the order of the physiological perfusion fluctuations, making them essentially invisible to the

optimization scheme. This could, despite achieving a good overall BGS performance, for example result in quantification errors in smaller tumors. In

this case, on-the-fly segmentation and assigning weights to each of the compartments based on their respective sizes may circumvent this problem.

A limitation of this study is the fact that the performance of the FBL scan was only demonstrated in single-slice 2D acquisitions, while the

largest benefit is expected for volumetric acquisitions. Moving to multislice 2D acquisitions is expected to have little benefit over presetting the

BGS timings, because only the first slice would have perfect BGS. The use of single-shot 3D approaches should be a relatively straightforward

extension of our proof-of-concept study, although blurring in the z-direction is still a challenge for these readout approaches.20,21 However,

extension to multishot 3D acquisitions would be more challenging, because the update time would become too long for a FBL approach within a

reasonable scan time. This is worth addressing, because the benefit of optimized BGS is expected to be largest for multishot approaches due to

artifacts arising from signal variations between shots. Further research is needed to investigate whether the use of timings obtained from a single-

slice 2D optimization would also result in improved 3D perfusion images subsequently acquired with the fixed, optimal 2D BGS timings. This

would be the case if optimal timings are more different between subjects than between different locations in the brain. Using simultaneous

multislice imaging in the optimization process, and thus optimization over a larger coverage of the brain, could in principle result in a better BGS

performance over the whole brain.

Although, as discussed, more research is needed to investigate whether a single control acquisition can represent the same relevant perfusion

information as the label-control approach, the results in this study have already shown that changes in perfusion signal in a functional, sub-

tractionless FBL scan were similar to those in a traditional label-control scan. BOLD signal may also have contributed to the changes in control sig-

nal that we observed, but likely to a much smaller extent compared with perfusion.22 Although the accuracy of perfusion quantification is much

reduced and integrated motion compensation becomes difficult with low static signals, the perfusion changes were easily detected (visually and

spatially) in the subtraction-free approach. Such an approach may, in the future, open opportunities for functional neurofeedback ASL, where per-

fusion changes can thus be tracked at much higher temporal resolution to visualize fast changes in the neuronal response. Early detection of such

changes could enable effectively adjusting the stimulus presented during scanning based on the perfusion response, or to automatically optimize

the neuronal response using neurofeedback.23,24 The approach that was taken in this study could furthermore be used to optimize other types of

image contrasts, such as that obtained with (double) inversion recovery or fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR). Finally, the FBL mechanism

offers a flexible framework that could be used to optimize a wide variety of scan parameters, besides inversion times, on the fly.25–28 This could

help to improve the image quality for scan protocols that are sensitive to system imperfections and other intersubject differences,29 such as in

the case of diffusion-weighted imaging.

In conclusion, a FBL mechanism can be used to optimize the performance of BGS in ASL scans. This leads to optimal perfusion quality for

each subject in the scanner.
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